Top features in your LMS
Compliance monitor
Courses can be set up in order to be completed by users, by a certain time frame.
‘Due soon’ and ‘Overdue’ automatic emails can be written by yourselves and sent out
automatically by the LMS. You can also choose how often the user is reminded.

Face to Face/Classroom session booking tool 
Create activities and populate the calendar so that users can book onto/register
for face to face sessions that you might be running internally. Easy sign up option
allows the system to automatically send a confirmation email to the user and
update their calendar automatically. Managers can also approve certain bookings.

Hierarchy permissions
Managers can create and run their own bespoke reports on their teams - and can also
see global reports that administrators have
created - with only their teams data displaying

Manual enrolment
The “Mandatory” section allows you to
set courses within key sections to be
marked as mandatory and automatically
assigns all users on the platform to any
courses visible to them in that section.
In addition this enables “Negative
Reporting” due to reports being
generated for all enrolled users which
displays their current status within the
courses.

Personalisation
Administrators can change the branding, logos, login pages on the LMS.
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Self enrolment
Learners can manually enrol themselves onto courses that they are interested in

Reporting
Reporting can be filtered by any additional profile fields that have been added
in the hierarchy (e.g. department, region etc) for sources: individual SCORMS,
quizzes, online badges, quizzes and more.
Users can see their own progress within a course card, by seeing which learning
content is ticked, and which is yet to be ticked. They can also see the percentage
of activities completed on the front of the course card (progress bar).
Course completions report will detail any data from the Compliance Monitor,
including: Date enrolled, date started (whether it’s in progress etc), not started or
completed.
RoadMap Replay report will show when courses are due to be renewed by users

RoadMap Replay
Annual compliance tracking. The system tracks when compliance has been
completed, and if required on an annual (or bi-annual) basis, the LMS will send out a
reminder to let the user know their compliance is due again. Overdue course progress
bars can be seen and managers and administrators can run reports to see who is
compliant or not and when it’s next due.

Video Platform
Single sign on access straight from the LMS to our Clear Lessons video platform.
Containing 1500+ bite-size videos covering leadership, resilience, marketing,
fundraising and much more.

Unlimited hierarchy tool
Allowing you to input your entire organisational structure into the LMS, assign learner
tags and profile fields, and therefore assign learning content depending on this fields ie:
department, sub-department, office etc.
100’s of activities and resources 
A course page can include videos, eLearning courses, PDFs, documents, feedback
tools, surveys, quizzes, work books, fact sheet’s handouts, infographics, certificates,
badges and much more
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